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•Resource center vision is a national resource center.
• About 120 braille reading students in elementary
schools and upper secondary schools in Sweden

o National courses for music teachers
o In-depth advice in specific questions

What do schools need regarding braille music?
Year 1-9 Music notation is not included in the grade criteria
"Rhythm, sound and dynamics, pitch, tempo, periods, time signatures, verse and chorus as building
blocks to compose music in different styles.
Music symbols, graphical notation, music notation and chord symbols." (From curriculum year 4-6)
Upper secondary school, music programs reading and writing music notation is included in
the grade criteria
"The student writes and reads notation in at least two clefs, harmonizes melodies and writes scores
with several voices. The pupils also describe in detail at least two different notation systems and
give some examples of their use. In addition, the student uses at least two accepted systems for
chord and harmonic analyzes. The students are singing and playing after written notation, and bye
ear, with regard to rhythm, melody, harmony and form.“ (from the grading criteria for the course
Hearing and Music theory, upper secondary, Music Program )

Braille music software used in Sweden
 Software used in Sweden for braille music notation is
- Dothit and Lime (Goodfeel).
 Dothit shows only Braille, good for students as
beginners.
 Goodfeel works for upper secondary music programs
but requires a lot of skills and time from teachers and
students.

Deficiencies and development areas
 Teachers do not follow textbooks, they make their own material
 SPSM only adapts published material
 Schools have to convert their music material
 Requires Goodfeel and a lot of support from RC vision

 Difficult and in some cases expensive
 Premises are not equal across the country

Deficiencies and development areas
• To handle Braille music digitally requires expensive and for
schools difficult-to-use software
• Impractical and outdated with only paper copies
• There is no web-based material
• Schools are using different music notation apps in the
classroom, but none of them are accessible as far as I know.

My thoughts
• I wish SPSM or MTM also adapted non-published music
material.
• I would like an online service for the conversion of music
notation. Important that layout becomes easy and the characters
are correct. Teaching materials often contain text mixed with
music notation. Does it work?
• I would like music notation apps be accessible with Braille
display. Important that students can write music notation and
not just read.

